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SUMMARY

Birth         Name:         Barack         Hussein         Obama
Current         First         Name:         Barack
Birth         Date:         August         4,         1961

Birth         Name:         Michelle         LaVaughn         Robinson
Current         First         Name:         Michelle
Birth         Date:         January         17,         1964

LIFE         PATH
Barack,         your         Life         Path         is         20/2
Michelle,         your         Life         Path         is         11/2
Your         Life         Path's         compatibility         is         2

EXPRESSION
Barack,         your         Expression         is         19/1
Michelle,         your         Expression         is         16/7
Your         Expression         compatibility         is         1         and         7

HEART'S         DESIRE
Barack         and         Michelle,         your         Heart's         Desire         is         18/9
Your         Heart's         Desire         compatibility         is         9

PERSONALITY
Barack,         your         Personality         is         19/1
Michelle,         your         Personality         is         34/7
Your         Personality         compatibility         is         1         and         7

FORECAST         FOR         2020
Barack,         your         Personal         Year         for         2020         is         7
Michelle,         your         Personal         Year         for         2020         is         4
Your         Personal         Year's         Compatibility         for         2020         is         7         and         4

FORECAST         FOR         2021
Barack,         your         Personal         Year         for         2021         is         8
Michelle,         your         Personal         Year         for         2021         is         5
Your         Personal         Year's         Compatibility         for         2021         is         8         and         5
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INTRODUCTION

How         to         read         your         Relationship         Compatibility         Report

When         two         people         are         involved         in         a         relationship,         they         get         to         know         each         other         more
deeply         over         time.         At         first,         everything         is         wonderful         and         friction         is         rare.         Then,         as         time
goes         by,         you         get         to         know         other         sides         of         your         partner         and,         undoubtedly,         discover
some         personality         traits         you         don't         like,         and         other         traits         you         appreciate.         The         more         time

         you         spend         together,         the         more         you         get         to         know         each         other.         But         even         if         you         consider
your         relationship         almost         perfect,         you         will         certainly         experience         at         least         some         areas         of
possible         friction.

         The         purpose         of         this         report         is         to         point         out         the         different         personality         traits         you         possess,
and         how         compatible         they         are.                  This         report         will         help         you         identify         those         properties         that
are,         at         least         to         some         extent,         not         compatible,         and         suggest         how         to         prevent         them         from
damaging,         or         dominating,         your         relationship.

         It         is         important         to         also         keep         in         mind         that         you         may         have         some         qualities         that,         although
positive,         are         not         compatible,         but         that         negative         traits         are         almost         always         a         cause         for
friction.         Therefore,         you         may         find         that         this         Relationship         Compatibility         Report         is         at
times         more         critical         and         perhaps         somewhat         harsh,         unlike         most         readings         of         this         kind.
If         you         feel         uncomfortable         with         that,         remember         that         this         report         was         designed         to         throw
light         on         those         aspects         in         your         charts         that         need         to         be         understood         and         recognized,
because         if         they         are         not,         they         can         do         a         lot         more         damage         than         a         few         critical         remarks
in         a         reading.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         you         will         probably         encounter         some         texts         such         as:         "The
compatibility         aspect         in         this         area         of         the         chart         is         already         included         in         other         parts         of         this
report,         offset         by         other         conditions         or         redundant".         This         is         done         in         order         to         offer         a
perspective         that         is         as         well         balanced         and         clear         as         possible,         and         repeating         certain
traits         would         place         too         much         emphasis         on         them.

         Master         numbers         are         also         handled         somewhat         different         in         a         relationship         compatibility
report.         They         are         reduced         to         their         single         digit         values,         because         it         is         in         the         single         digits'
archetype         that         those         personality         traits         are         represented.         If         a         number         that         appears         in
your         chart         is         11,         22,         or         33,         and         the         compatibility         refers         to         the         numbers         2,         4,         and         6
respectively,         this         is         not         a         typo         but         an         indicator         that         the         compatibility         is         based         on         the
single-digit         sum         of         your         Master         number.

         You         will         also         find         that         some         numbers         normally         included         in         a         personal         numerology
reading         are         not         included         in         a         relationship         compatibility         report.         This         is         because         the
compatibility         between         two         people         is         influenced         much         more         strongly         ...         as         much         as
ninety-five         percent         ...         by         the         core         numbers,         than         by         all         the         other         numbers         in         the
chart         combined.         In         fact,         the         lesser         numbers         in         the         chart         would         only         muddle         the
waters         if         analyzed         in         the         context         of         a         relationship         compatibility         report.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         I         hope         you         will         enjoy         your         Compatibility         Report         and,         more
importantly,         I         hope         you         will         find         this         reading         to         be         beneficial         to         your         relationship.
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         LIFE         PATH

         If         ever         there         was         a         moment         of         total         transformation,         it         was         the         moment         of         your         birth.
In         that         instant,         you         stepped         through         a         door         in         time         into         a         new         reality,         the         reality         of
human         life.         The         most         important         number         in         your         numerology         chart         is         based         on         the
date         of         your         birth,         the         moment         when         the         curtain         goes         up         in         your         life.

         Even         at         that         moment,         you         were         a         person         with         your         own         unique         character,         as         unique
as         your         DNA.         Everything         that         is         you         existed         in         potential,         much         like         a         play         that         is
about         to         begin.         Your         entire         life         exists         as         a         potential         that         has         been         prepared         for.         You
have         ultimate         freedom         to         do         with         your         life         as         you         like:         To         fulfill         its         potential
completely,         or         to         make         some         smaller         version         of         yourself.         It         all         depends         upon         your
effort         and         commitment.         You         make         the         decisions         to         fulfill,         to         whatever         extent,         the
potential         life         that         exists         within         you.         That         is         your         choice.         In         this         sense,         the         possible
you         is         implicit         during         the         moment         of         your         birth.

         The         Life         Path         number         gives         us         a         broad         outline         of         the         opportunities,         challenges,         and
lessons         we         will         encounter         in         this         lifetime.         Your         Life         path         is         the         road         you         are         traveling.

         It         reveals         the         opportunities         and         challenges         you         will         face         in         life.         Your         Life         Path
number         is         the         single         most         important         information         available         in         your         Numerological
Chart!

         Barack,         your         Life         Path         is         20/2

         The         key         word         in         your         nature         is         peacemaker.         You         have         the         soul         of         an         artist.         You         are
extremely         sensitive,         perceptive,         and         a         bit         shy.         These         qualities         are         both         your
strengths         and         weaknesses,         for         while         you         possess         enormous         sensitivity         to         your
feelings         and         those         of         others,         that         same         sensitivity         can         cause         you         to         hold         back         and
repress         your         considerable         talents.         Sensitivity         and         perceptiveness         are         among         your
many         fine         qualities.         Because         you         intuitively         know         what         people         want,         or         feel,         you         can
be         extremely         diplomatic         and         tactful.         You         are         also         patient         and         cooperative.         You         work
well         with         groups         and         somehow         find         a         way         of         creating         harmony         among         diverse
opinions.

         You         enjoy         music         and         poetry         and         require         a         harmonious         environment.         You         have         an
eye         for         beauty         and         a         fine         sense         of         balance         and         rhythm.         You         have         healing
capabilities,         especially         in         such         fields         as         massage,         acupuncture,         physical         therapy,
and         counseling.

         However,         your         sensitivity         can         also         be         your         downfall.         Barack,         your         extremely         delicate
         ego         bruises         easily         and         can         make         too         much         of         someone         else's         thoughtless         remarks

or         criticisms.         Because         you         get         hurt         easily,         you         may         tend         to         withhold         your         own
thoughts         and         contributions         to         the         matter         at         hand.         This         can         cause         you         considerable
resentment         and         anger.

         Too         often,         you         run         from         confrontation         to         avoid         a         battle.

         When         you         employ         your         considerable         inner         strength,         you         will         discover         your         enormous
         power         and         abilities         to         direct         difficult         situations         toward         your         own         goals.         It         is         the

awareness         of         your         inner         strength         that         will         give         you         the         courage         to         use         your         own
personal         power         when         it         is         needed.         You         are         a         sensitive         and         passionate         lover;         your
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perceptiveness         makes         you         aware         of         your         partner's         needs         and         desires,         which         you
are         able         to         fulfill         with         almost         magical         delicacy.

         However,         when         you         feel         you         have         been         mistreated         or         jilted,         you         can         react         with
devastating         power,         sometimes         using         personal         criticisms         vindictively.         Your
awareness,         diplomatic         skills,         and         organizational         talents         give         you         the         ability         to         bring
off         difficult         tasks.         You         willingly         step         out         of         the         limelight         to         facilitate         the         success         of
your         endeavor.         In         truth,         you         are         often         the         power         behind         the         throne.         However,         you         do

         not         always         receive         the         credit         you         deserve         for         the         fine         work         you've         done,         or         your         role
is         underestimated         and         your         accomplishments         overlooked.         Rather         than         brood         over
your         losses,         you         need         to         confront         those         who         would         make         less         of         your         contributions
and         stand         up         for         your         accomplishments.         You         need         security         and         comfort,         quiet
settings,         and         the         company         of         loved         ones.         You         are         a         perfectionist         when         it         comes         to
your         home         and         work         environment.         You         have         excellent         taste         which         is         obvious         in         your

         private         surroundings.         You         are         a         fine         companion         and         possess         a         good         sense         of
humor.         Friends         seek         you         out         for         your         calming         and         peaceful         company.         You         are         a
safe         haven         to         other         sensitive         people,         who         recognize         your         compassion         and
understanding.         When         you         have         found         your         niche         in         life,         you         have         all         the         talents         and
intelligence         for         great         success.         Seek         out         work         that         allows         your         sensitive         nature         to
flourish         ...         be         the         glue         that         binds         others         together.

         Michelle,         your         Life         Path         is         11/2

         Michelle,         you         have         the         potential         to         be         a         source         of         inspiration         and         illumination         for
people.         You         possess         an         inordinate         amount         of         energy         and         intuition.         There         is         so         much

         going         on         in         your         psyche         that         you         are         often         misunderstood         early         in         life,         making         you
shy         and         withdrawn.         You         have         far         more         potential         than         you         know.

         You         galvanize         every         situation         you         enter.         You         inspire         people,         but         without         your
conscious         effort.         Energy         seems         to         flow         through         you         without         your         controlling         it.         This
gives         you         both         power         and         sometimes         emotional         turmoil.

         You         are         a         channel         for         information         between         the         higher         and         the         lower,         between         the
realm         of         the         archetype         and         the         relative         world.         Ideas,         thoughts,         understanding,         and
insight         ...         all         of         these         can         come         to         you         without         your         having         to         go         through         a         rational
thought         process.         There         seems         to         be         a         bridge,         or         connection,         between         your
conscious         and         unconscious         realms,         attuning         you         to         a         high         level         of         intuition         through
which         even         psychic         information         can         flow.

         All         of         this         amounts         to         a         great         capacity         for         invention.         Many         inventors,         artists,         religious
         leaders,         prophets,         and         leading         figures         in         history         have         had         the         11         prominent         in         their

chart.

         Because         you         are         so         highly         charged,         you         experience         the         consequences         of         a
two-edged         sword.         You         possess         great         abilities,         but         indulge         in         much         self-reflection
and         self-         criticism.         You         often         feel         highly         self-conscious.         You         are         aware         on         some
level         that         you         stand         out.         Even         when         you         try         to         blend         with         your         environment,         you
often         feel         conspicuous,         alien,         and         out-of-place.

         You         are         blessed         with         a         message,         or         a         specific         role         to         play         in         life.         But         you         must
develop         yourself         sufficiently         to         take         full         advantage         of         that         opportunity.         Until         that         time,

         your         inner         development         takes         precedence         over         your         ability         to         materialize         the         great
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undertaking         you         were         chosen         to         perform.         Consequently,         11s         seem         to         develop
slowly,         but         they         simply         have         more         to         accomplish         in         their         evolution         than         the         average
person.         Thus,         your         real         success         does         not         usually         begin         until         maturity,         between         the
ages         of         35         and         45,         when         you         have         progressed         further         along         your         path.

         You         may         often         be         frustrated,         largely         because         you         have         extremely         high         expectations
of         yourself.         But         these         expectations         can         be         unrealistic,         and         can         prevent         you         from
accomplishing         anything.         You         can         be         very         impractical,         envisioning         a         skyscraper
when         all         that         was         necessary         was         a         two-story         house.

         You         may         also         suffer         from         bouts         of         confusion         and         lack         of         direction.         This         gives         rise         to
loss         of         confidence         and         the         onset         of         deep         depression.         The         cause         of         these         emotional
problems         is         your         lack         of         understanding         of         your         own         sensitivity         and         potential.         Your
desire         to         achieve         some         great         ambition         is         enormous.         However,         a         lack         of         confidence
in         your         own         ability         to         realize         this         dream         may         cause         you         much         frustration.         You         sense
the         enormous         potential         you         possess,         which         requires         equally         enormous         confidence         in

         your         ability         to         materialize         your         dream.         Confidence         is         the         key         that         unlocks         your
potential.

         On         a         strictly         physical         level,         you         must         protect         your         nervous         system,         which         is
inordinately         vulnerable         to         stress         because         of         your         acute         sensitivity.         Depression         is
often         the         result         of         long         periods         of         stress         that         have         gone         unrelieved.         Seek         out
peaceful         and         harmonious         environments,         relaxing         music,         and         follow         a         healthful         diet         in

         order         to         restore         balance         and         peace.

         As         an         11         Life         Path,         you         are         a         highly         charged         version         of         the         2         and         possess         many         of
the         characteristics         and         talents         of         that         number.

         You         can         be         extremely         diplomatic         and         tactful.         You         are         also         patient         and         cooperative.
You         work         well         with         groups         and         somehow         find         a         way         of         creating         harmony         among
diverse         opinions.         You         enjoy         music         and         poetry         and         require         a         harmonious
environment.         You         have         an         eye         for         beauty         and         a         fine         sense         of         balance         and         rhythm.
You         have         healing         capabilities,         especially         in         such         fields         as         massage,         acupuncture,
physical         therapy,         and         counseling.

         Michelle,         you         are         a         sensitive         and         passionate         lover;         your         perceptiveness         makes         you
aware         of         your         partner's         needs         and         desires,         which         you         are         able         to         fulfill         with         almost
magical         delicacy.         However,         when         you         feel         you         have         been         mistreated         or         jilted,         you
can         react         with         devastating         power,         sometimes         using         personal         criticisms         vindictively.

         You         are         a         fine         companion         and         possess         a         good         sense         of         humor.         When         you         have
found         your         niche         in         life         and         begun         to         realize         your         true         potential,         your         rewards         will
more         than         compensate         for         your         trials         earlier         in         life.

         Your         Life         Path's         compatibility         is         2

         Barack         and         Michelle,         your         Life         Path         numbers         are         the         most         important         numbers         in
your         charts,         and         as         such,         their         compatibility         is         very         important         to         the         well-being         of
your         relationship.

         This         aspect         of         the         chart         reveals         both         of         you         to         have         a         sensitive,         vulnerable         side.
Sometimes         that         is         favorable,         other         times         it         prevents         issues         from         getting         resolved,
like         when         you         step         around         the         issue         carefully,         afraid         to         hurt         the         other.         This         may
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cause         issues         to         fester         and         start         eating         at         the         foundation         of         your         relationship.
Therefore,         it         is         important         not         to         walk         away         from         the         problems         because         you         don't
want         to         rock         the         boat.         It         is         best         to         face         them         up-front!

         Barack         and         Michelle,         you         both         have         a         healthy         respect         for         the         power         of         feelings         and
emotions,         but         you         have         to         guard         against         avoiding         confrontations         altogether.
Sometimes,         a         confrontation         is         necessary         to         clear         the         air         and         resolve         the         problems,
in         other         words,         "to         send         the         phantoms         away".

         As         two         people         who         feel         and         experience         emotions         strongly,         you         are         both         more
vulnerable         to         criticism.         This         is         something         you         may         have         to         consciously         work         on.
Sometimes,         as         I         mentioned,         you         will         avoid         addressing         an         issue.         Other         times,
especially         when         those         unresolved         issues         cause         resentments,         you,         like         boxers,         may
be         tempted         to         lash         out         to         your         partner         with         a         "below-the-belt"         criticism,         revealing
your         anger         and         resentment         in         a         way         that         can         be         very         harmful         for         the         relationship.
Even         more         devastating,         it         can         shut         the         door         to         any         chance         you         might         have         had         to
resolve         the         underlying         problem.         Frequent         instances         of         that         behavior         might
undermine         your         relationship         and,         sticking         to         the         paraphrase,         a         knock-out         would         not
be         totally         impossible.

         As         you         can         see,         although         couples         keep         looking         for         things         they         may         have         in
common,         in         this         aspect         of         the         chart,         the         fact         that         you         both         have         a         two         does         not
translate         into         an         advantage.         On         the         positive         side,         you         can         relate         to         each         other's
emotional         experiences.         On         the         negative         side,         instead         of         one         person         balancing         the
other,         you         may,         instead,         enhance         a         negative         experience         until         perspective         is         lost         and

         all         that         remains         is         pain         and         anger.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         you         both         have         a         tendency         to         use         the         occasional         white         lie         to
circumvent         what         you         perceive         as         dangerous         ground.         This         is         not         always         a         bad         thing.
However,         unless         other         numbers         in         your         chart         support         your         ability         and         your
willingness         to         grab         the         bull         by         the         horn         when         tact         and         diplomacy         are         no         longer
suitable,         this         avoiding         of         difficult         subjects         can         have         the         effect         of         pushing         each         other
away.         You         start         creating         a         world         of         your         own,         slowly         pushing         your         partner         away.         If
you         have         the         kind         of         relationship         where         the         partners         live         their         own         life         quite         happily,
there         is         no         problem.         However,         you         are         both         people         of         the         heart         and         that         pretty         much

         makes         that         kind         of         lifestyle         impossible.         The         key         to         maintaining         a         healthy         and         stable
relationship         when         both         partners         have         a         two         in         this         part         of         the         chart         is         to         recognize
the         need         for         planned         pow-wows.         Whenever         an         issue         needs         to         be         handled,         discuss         it

         openly         and         frankly,         but         never         guided         by         impulse         and         emotions         of         the         moment.
Instead,         tell         your         partner         that         something         is         bothering         you         and         you         want         to         talk         about
it.         Then,         build         up         a         setting:         make         a         cup         of         coffee,         sit         down         around         the         table,         and
emphasize         to         your         partner         that         you         know         first         and         foremost         that         your         love         is         strong
and         enduring,         and         that,         in         order         to         keep         it         strong,         you         have         to         bite         the         bullet         and         talk
about         it.         In         such         a         setting,         you         can         discuss         the         situation         intelligently,         without         getting
too         emotional         and         without         letting         anger         and         irritation         control         the         discussion.

         EXPRESSION

         Your         Expression         number         reveals         your         physical         and         mental         constitution,         the
orientation         or         goal         of         your         life.         Some         numerologists         refer         to         this         number         as         the
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Destiny,         because         it         represents         a         lifelong         target         at         which         you         are         aiming.         You         work         at
         fulfilling         this         potential         every         day         of         your         life.         Thus,         the         Expression         number         reveals

your         inner         goal,         the         person         you         aim         to         be.         The         Expression         number         reveals         the
talents,         abilities,         and         shortcomings         that         were         with         you         when         you         entered         your
human         body.         Your         name,         and         the         numbers         derived         from         it,         reveals         your
development,         as         well         as         the         talents         and         issues         you         will         be         working         with         during         this
life.

         For         those         for         whom         reincarnation         is         an         accepted         philosophy,         the         vibration         of         your         full
         name         can         be         seen         as         the         totality         of         your         personal         evolution,         the         experiences,

talents,         and         wisdom         accumulated         over         many         life         times.         Every         experience,         no         matter
how         great         or         small,         along         this         evolutionary         path         has         influenced         your         development,
and         brought         you         to         your         current         state         of         being.

         The         Expression         is         your         being;         the         Life         Path         is         the         major         lesson         you         are         attempting         to
         learn         this         time         around.         Time         allows         the         gradual         emergence         of         your         personality.         By

reading         the         Expression         number         below,         you         will         come         to         understand         your         basic
nature         and         the         abilities         and         issues         inherent         in         your         being.

         Barack,         your         Expression         is         19/1

         You         are         a         natural         leader,         independent         and         individualistic.         Barack,         you         are         extremely
ambitious,         original,         and         courageous.         You         employ         new         and         unproven         methods.         You
are         an         explorer         and         an         innovator.         Openness         to         too         many         peripheral         influences         limits

         and         frustrates         you.         You         are         self-reliant,         confident,         and         energetic.

         You         possess         executive         abilities         and         are         most         successful         at         owning         or         independently
         managing         a         business.         You         need         the         freedom         to         make         your         own         decisions,         based         on
         your         own         ideas.         You         can         be         an         astute         politician.         You         also         possess         the         ability         to

influence         the         opinions         of         your         milieu.

         The         number         1         symbolizes         the         front-runner,         pioneer,         warrior,         risk-taker,         and
daredevil.         Generals,         top         politicians,         successful         businessmen,         self-made         millionaires,

         religious         leaders,         inventors,         activists,         and         avant-garde         artists         are         often         born         with         a         1
Expression.

         Strength         and         perseverance         are         central         to         your         success.         You         must         be         willing         to         travel
         the         frontiers         of         life,         away         from         the         beaten         path.         You         possess         a         great         reserve         of

willpower         that         must         be         directed         at         your         goals.         You         do         not         give         up,         but         relentlessly
pursue         your         aims.

         You         are         quite         opinionated.         People         tend         to         be         inspired         or         repelled         by         your         strong
personality.

         You         have         great         powers         of         concentration         and         the         ability         to         visualize         your         goals,         thus
making         them         more         attainable.

         You         stand         up         for         your         convictions         and         hold         your         ground.         All         of         these         abilities
enhance         your         chances         of         success         in         life.

         There         is         a         tendency         to         be         self-centered.         You         can         be         domineering         and,         in         the
extreme,         a         bully.         You         can         be         highly         critical         of         others,         complaining         that         people         lack
the         industry         or         determination         you         possess.         But         this         lack         of         understanding         can
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alienate         friends         and         family         members         from         you.         You         must         learn         to         control         this
tendency         to         maintain         harmony         in         relationships.

         Once         you         are         convinced         of         the         inherent         correctness         of         your         ideas,         you         stubbornly,
and         sometimes         rigidly,         defend         and         propagate         them.         Avoid         obstinacy         and
antagonism.         You         must         cultivate         balance,         compassion,         and         perseverance.         You         easily

         assume         the         role         of         protector.         You         spring         into         action         when         leadership         is         needed.

         Pride         can         be         your         downfall.         You         so         powerfully         identify         with         your         goals         and         ambitions
         that         you         sometimes         refuse         to         see         a         potential         flaw         or         weakness         in         your         well-laid

plans.

         Barack,         you         possess         strength         and         determination,         which,         when         applied         to         any
endeavor         you         are         committed         to,         will         lead         you         to         great         success         in         life.

         Michelle,         your         Expression         is         16/7

         Michelle,         you         are         gifted         with         an         analytical         mind         and         an         enormous         appetite         for         the
answers         to         life's         hidden         questions.         You         have         a         strong         interest         in         exploring         scientific
matters,         philosophy,         and         even         mysticism.         You         possess         clarity         and         persistence         in
your         search         for         truth.         You         can         be         a         great         researcher,         educator,         and         philosopher.

         You         are         driven         by         a         desire         for         knowledge         and         truth.         You         must         learn         to         discriminate
between         illusion         and         reality,         but         you         are         well         equipped         for         this         task.         Your         fine         mind
offers         you         insight         into         the         veiled         mysteries         of         life.         You         also         possess         a         considerable
amount         of         perspective.         Somewhere         inside         you,         you         are         aware         of         a         peaceful         place
that         you         call         upon         during         difficult         times.

         Michelle,         you         need         time         to         be         by         yourself.         Too         much         social         interaction         causes         you
stress.         You         need         your         privacy         and         a         place         that         can         be         shut         off         from         the         hustle         and
bustle         of         life.         You         tend         to         keep         your         thoughts         to         yourself         and         are         secretive.         Unless
your         7         expression         is         balanced         by         extrovert         characteristics         (usually         revealed         by         the
numbers         1,         3,         5,         and         8),         your         introversion         may         pull         you         deeply         within         yourself,         even
cutting         you         off         from         others.

         You         have         a         strong         dislike         of         the         superficial         and         mundane.         You         are         often         surprised
by         the         lack         of         understanding         or         depth         of         knowledge         of         others,         many         of         whom         do         not
take         the         search         for         knowledge         as         seriously         as         you         do.         This         can         cause         you         to         be
critical         of         others,         and         even         cynical         about         life         in         general.

         The         more         cut         off         from         others         you         become,         the         more         hidden         are         your         motives.         Once
you         develop         understanding         of         people         and         life,         your         advice         and         counsel         will         be
sought         by         those         around         you         who         need         your         wisdom.

         You         love         to         specialize         your         knowledge         and         develop         great         depth         within         your         field.
You         are         a         perfectionist.         You         should         complete         your         studies         early         in         life         and         not         be
driven         too         hard         by         a         desire         to         be         successful.         Let         things         come         at         there         own         pace,         be
open         to         opportunity,         but         remember         your         rewards,         satisfaction,         and         contentment
come         from         a         higher         source.

         Sevens         can         be         distant         and         aloof.         When         dominated         by         their         darker         characteristics,
they         can         be         unfaithful,         dishonest,         and         cruel.         Contemplation,         meditation,         and         the
softer,         finer         vibrations         of         life         can         restore         your         sense         of         harmony         and         keep         you         on         the
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         path         to         peace         and         balance.

         You         have         a         logical         mind.         Your         analytical         skills         cause         you         to         approach         a         problem         in         a
         detached,         surgical         kind         of         way.                  Researchers,         analysts,         investigators,         inventors,

technicians,         scholars,         lawyers,         bankers,         watchmakers,         priests,         philosophers,
theologians,         and         administrators         in         some         scientific         or         technical         field         are         among         the
vocations         7s         are         drawn         to.

         Your         Expression         compatibility         is         1         and         7

         More         than         any         other         number         in         your         chart,         your         Expression         number         reflects         who         you
         are         as         a         person.         Earlier,         you         read         about         the         Life         Path         number         and         how         important

that         number         is         in         your         chart.         However,         the         Life         Path         number         reflects         "the         path         you
walk         on",         and         should         be         seen         more         as         a         powerful         influence         rather         than         as         a         part         of
your         personality         makeup.         Your         Expression         number         on         the         other         hand,         reflects         a
deeper         part         of         you.         It         is         more         difficult         to         overcome         possible         negative         traits         you         may
have         recognized         in         yourself         when         they         are         found         in         this         part         of         the         chart,         than         when
they         are         found         under         the         Life         Path         description.

         It         can't         be         emphasized         too         much         how         important         it         is         to         realize         that         numbers         in
different         areas         of         the         chart         affect         you         differently,         even         when         it         is         the         same         number.
Sometimes,         you         may         read         something         that         seems         to         directly         contradict         earlier
statements.         Yet,         if         you         take         the         time         to         think         about         them         carefully,         you         will         probably
recognize         that         you,         as         a         human         being,         are         extremely         complex         and         full         of         the         same
contradictions.         This         is         simply         the         way         we         are.         You         may         be         organized         in         one         area         of
your         life,         while         chaos         rules         in         another         area.         You         may         be         tactful         and         sensitive         in         one
setting,         and         direct         and         confrontational         in         another         situation.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         your         compatibility         in         this         aspect         of         the         chart         is         very
unpredictable.         Some         relationships         between         one's         and         seven's         thrive         while         others
don't         stand         a         chance.         The         initial         connection         in         this         combination         is         usually
intellectual,         a         level         where         you         can         relate         and         have         plenty         to         share.         Barack's         brazen
attitude         towards         new         and         old         concepts,         a         willingness         to         get         off         the         beaten         path,         and
an         open         and         unconventional         mind         make         for         a         great         intellectual         partnership         with
Michelle.         Michelle         realized         at         an         early         age         that         something         was         "different".         The         seven

         is         an         intensely         curious         number,         challenging         everything         others         take         for         granted.         It
digs         and         stirs         old         concepts         and         shows         how         what         looks         straightforward         to         the         rest         of
us,         is,         in         fact,         far         from         simple         and         far         from         obvious.         Michelle         knows         what         it         is         like         to
stand         apart         from         the         crowd,         but         what         is         more,         never         to         have         felt         uncomfortable         with
that.         Though         a         bit         lonely         at         times,         it         is         also         very         gratifying         in         that         it         leads         to         the
knowledge         that         there         is         more         to         daily         life         than         meets         the         eye.         No         number
experiences         the         excitement         and         exhilaration         brought         forth         by         moments         of         true         clarity

         and         insight         as         well         as         the         seven.         Therefore,         you         are         two         people         who         happily         venture
         into         new,         strange         or         unknown         intellectual         and         spiritual         territories.         Free         thinkers,         for

very         different         reasons,         and         driven         by         very         different         perspectives         ...         the         combination
of         which         makes         a         nice,         spicy         recipe.         Matters         of         the         heart,         feelings         and         emotions         -
that         is         where         you,         Barack         and         Michelle,         may         encounter         trouble         spots.         Neither         one         of

         you         is         eager         to         expose         your         inner         self.         You         are         private,         sensitive         and         vulnerable
people.         You         don't         carry         your         heart         on         your         sleeve.         You,         Barack,         because         you
recognize         strength         and         endurance         as         your         in-born         assets.         Michelle         because         you         are
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         comfortable         keeping         distant         and         remaining         somewhat         separated.

         The         human         qualities         needed         to         help         you         experience         your         relationship         on         the
deepest         levels,         where         it         really         matters         and         where         it         can         grow         and         prosper,         are
emotional         courage         and         the         strength         to         allow         yourself         to         be         weak         which,         by         the         way,
is         not         a         contradiction.         Emotional         courage         is         the         courage         to         expose         your         sensitive,
vulnerable         side,         and         this         requires         faith         in         your         partner,         but         more         importantly,         faith         in
yourself.         Keep         in         mind         that         it         is         okay         to         lay         yourself         open         ...         you         have         the         strength         to
survive!

         Both         of         you,         but         particularly         Michelle,         may         be         tempted         to         go         the         other         way,
becoming         cynical         and         untouchable.                  Watch         out!         There         is         no         worse         place         to         go         and
the         consequences         of         such         a         shift         are         usually         visible         in         a         trail         of         broken         relationships.

         HEART'S         DESIRE

         Your         Heart's         Desire         is         the         inner         you.         It         shows         your         underlying         urge,         your         true
motivation.         It         reveals         the         general         intention         behind         many         of         your         actions.
Consequently,         it         dramatically         influences         the         choices         you         make         in         life.         The         Heart's
desire         is         seen         as         part         of         the         larger         picture,         called         the         core         numbers,         which         includes
the         Life         Path,         Expression,         Day         you         were         born,         and         Personality.         But         each         points         to         a
different         aspect         of         you.

         The         Expression         number         reveals         your         talents         and         abilities,         and         your         general         direction
         in         life.         The         Life         Path         is         the         central         lesson         you         came         into         the         world         to         learn.         The         Day

you         were         born         is         very         closely         connected         to         your         Life         Path.         It         reveals         specific         talents
you         possess,         which         will         be         helpful         to         you         in         dealing         with         your         Life         Path.         The
Personality         reveals         how         people         tend         to         see         you.         It         also         demonstrates         what
characteristics         you         are         projecting         to         the         world.         The         Heart's         Desire         demonstrates         the
identity         of         the         soul         that         joined         the         earth         ...         you,         the         spiritual         being.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         your         Heart's         Desire         is         18/9

         Barack         and         Michelle,         you         both         have         the         same         number         in         this         part         of         the         chart.         The
following         text         therefore         applies         to         both         of         you.

         Barack,         you         want         to         be         of         service         to         the         world.         Your         deepest         satisfaction         comes
from         knowing         that         you         have         advanced         the         cause         of         humanity.         Your         ideals         are         of         the
highest         order.         You         are         a         perfectionist.         You         strive         to         make         the         world         a         utopia;         to
make         each         person's         lot         in         life         better;         to         become         perfect         yourself.         One         of         your
challenges         in         life         is         to         strive         toward         your         lofty         goals         and         at         the         same         time         recognize
the         good         you         are         doing.

         You         like         and         are         fascinated         by         people         from         all         walks         of         life.         Human         nature         is         a
lifelong         study         for         you.         You         are         highly         intuitive,         but         not         an         especially         good         judge         of
character.         You         are         a         bit         naive,         as         well,         thinking         perhaps         that         all         people         have         the
same         values         as         you.

         You         dream         of         having         the         resources         to         immediately         relieve         the         suffering         of         others,
whether         it         is         economic,         physical,         or         psychological.         You         are         gifted         with         a         good         mind
and         a         great         deal         of         wisdom,         which         makes         you         a         natural         teacher,         counselor,         or
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healer.

         As         much         as         you         desire         to         be         of         service         to         others,         you         also         crave         fame         and         the
approval         of         the         masses.         Much         of         the         energy         you         expend         in         life         is         directed         toward
putting         yourself         before         an         audience,         most         often         as         a         salesperson         whose         product
provides         some         social         good;         as         a         philanthropist;         or         an         artist.

         Barack,         you         are         attracted         to         the         arts         as         a         vocation,         especially         as         an         actor,
photographer,         or         writer.         But         whatever         your         profession,         any         involvement         in         the         arts,
even         as         a         hobby,         will         provide         you         with         a         deep         and         lasting         satisfaction.

         Secretly,         you         dream         of         having         a         big         impact         on         the         world.         Others         may         see         this         as
egotism,         especially         when         you         are         still         young.         But         your         concern         for         others         is         genuine.

         You         must         apply         yourself         in         this         direction         in         order         to         become         psychologically         whole
and         personally         satisfied.

         Your         vision         is         on         the         crowds         of         people,         which         can         cause         you         to         overlook         the         needs
of         those         closest         to         you.         You         need         personal         love         as         well,         but         have         a         tendency         to         put
your         needs         in         the         background.         Still,         you         are         a         loving         person,         and         only         need         to         be
reminded         to         direct         and         demonstrate         that         love         to         those         nearby.         If,         however,         you         are
focused         exclusively         on         the         masses,         people         will         perceive         you         as         distant         and         a         bit
aloof.

         You         are         emotional,         and         sensitive.         You         can         also         be         moody         and         critical.         You         have
high         expectations         for         yourself         and         others.         This         can         cause         you         much         anger         when
your         expectations         are         unfulfilled.         One         of         your         most         important         life         lessons         is         to
forgive.

         Because         you         are         striving         hard         to         attain         high         ideals,         you         may         think         of         yourself         as
superior         to         others.         Arrogance         is         a         trap         many         9s         fall         into.         The         danger         is         that
arrogance         cuts         you         off         from         the         thing         you         love         the         most         ...         people.

         Barack,         your         happiness         and         contentment         are         therefore         highly         dependent         on         the
ease         with         which         you         are         able         to         serve         and         influence         mankind.         It         is         the         paradox         of
your         Heart's         Desire         that         you         receive         by         giving.         Both         your         material         success         and
spiritual         satisfaction         are         made         possible         through         service         and         sacrifice         to         others.

         Your         Heart's         Desire         compatibility         is         9

         Compatibility         of         the         Heart's         Desire         numbers         is         very         important         in         a         relationship         ...         few
         relationships         last         beyond         the         initial         stage         if         the         Heart's         Desire         numbers         are         not

compatible.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         this         combination         often         creates         a         partnership         that         goes         well
beyond         romance.         Both         idealists,         you         are         sufficiently         focused         and         have         enough
clarity         of         purpose         to         devote         your         life         to         a         single         goal,         paying         little         or         no         attention         to
the         monetary         aspect.         Contrary         to         what         one         might         expect,         this         often         results         in
financial         prosperity,         albeit         not         until         somewhat         later         in         life.         Most         likely,         Barack         and
Michelle,         recognition         of         similar         souls         was         responsible         for         the         initial         attraction
between         the         two         of         you.         Endless         conversations         that         were         mutually         inspiring         helped
you         realize         that         your         dreams         were         attainable,         and         that         you         needed         and         wanted         the
company         of         each         other.         The         bond         is         strong         and         will         not         weaken         over         time,         since         you

         thrive         on         each         other's         experiences.         The         compatibility         is         powerful         and         strengthens
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each         of         you         as         individuals.         You         may         find         yourselves         choosing         almost         identical
careers,         perhaps         even         within         the         same         organization         or         institution.         All         these
similarities         make         others         see         you         as         an         unbreakable         couple,         the         kind         of         bond         that
often         exists         between         brothers         and         sisters.

         However,         some         pitfalls         may         exist,         even         in         this         extremely         compatible         combination.
Barack         and         Michelle,         in         extreme         cases,         the         number         nine         shows         a         tendency         to
believe         in         ideals         to         such         an         extent         that         it         turns         into         an         obsession.
Self-righteousness,         narrow-minded         moral         values,         and         religious         fanaticism         are         not
uncommon,         nor         are         arrogance,         pride,         and         a         superficial         confidence.         That         explains         the

         fact         that         the         number         nine         is         often         found         among         political         and         religious         extremists.
Excessive         belief         in         your         ideals         may         cause         problems         to         your         relationship.         It         is
important         for         both         of         you         to         remain         open         to         other         people's         ideas,         to         respect         their
different         opinions,         and         to         remain         humble         within         yourselves.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         the         only         real         danger         in         a         relationship         between         the         nine's         found
in         this         part         of         the         chart         appears         when         either,         or         both,         of         you         lose         your         ability         for
self-criticism         and         self-reflection.         It         is         essential         to         keep         in         mind         that         even         in         idealism,
moderation         is         required         ...         in         fact,         it         is         the         keyword         to         safeguarding         this         otherwise
excellent         number         combination.

         PERSONALITY

         Your         Personality         number         is         derived         from         the         consonants         of         your         full         name         at         birth.
Your         Personality         is         like         a         narrow         entrance         hall         to         the         great         room         that         is         your         true
nature.         It         is         those         aspects         that         you         feel         comfortable         sharing         with         people         at         the         outset

         of         a         relationship.         With         time         and         trust,         you         invite         others         into         the         deeper         aspects         of
your         nature;         you         reveal         more         of         who         you         really         are,         in         effect,         your         Heart's         Desire,
Expression,         and         so         on.

         Your         Personality         number         often         serves         as         a         censoring         device,         both         in         terms         of         what
you         send         out,         as         well         as         what         you         allow         to         approach.         It         discriminates         in         the         kinds         of
people         and         information         you         let         enter         your         heart         and         mind.         For         this         reason,         your
Personality         is         usually         much         more         narrow         and         protective         in         its         definition         than         the         real
you.         It         can         screen         out         some         of         what         you         do         not         want         to         deal         with,         people         or
situations,         but         it         also         welcomes         those         things         that         immediately         relate         to         your         inner
nature.

         Your         Personality         number         also         indicates         how         others         perceive         you.         No         one         can         be
objective         about         himself         or         herself.         Even         our         closest         friends         and         relatives         have
trouble         describing         how         they         see         us.

         Barack,         your         Personality         is         19/1

         You         radiate         with         a         dynamic         and         efficient         energy.         You         appear         controlled         and         capable.
         You         value         courage         and         effort         in         the         face         of         difficulties         and         these         qualities         show.

Others         can         sense         that         you         will         not         be         pushed         around.

         You         should         dress         in         a         dignified         and         correct         manner,         caring         for         the         details         of         your
appearance.         While         you         may         spend         most         of         your         time         in         staid         business         dress         or
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suits,         bright         and         cheerful         colors         work         well         for         you.         You         are         fashionable,         but         have
your         own         style.

         Your         appearance         suffers         more         than         most         people         when         you         are         overweight.
Overweight         directly         contradicts         the         type         of         personality         you         are         trying         to         project.
Straight         lines         and         square         corners         accent         your         good         physique         and         enhance         your
appearance         as         a         leader.

         Barack,         you         are         recognized         as         a         pioneer;         you         have         your         own         ideas         of         how         to         do
things.         You         are         a         risk-taker,         original         and         highly         creative.

         You         should         be         wary         of         appearing         too         aggressive         or         unreceptive.         You         can         intimidate
people         if         you         don't         soften         your         exterior         somewhat.         By         doing         this,         you         will         attract         less
confident         people         who         will         be         more         willing         to         approach         you         with         their         thoughts         and
suggestions.

         Michelle,         your         Personality         is         34/7

         You         seem         mysterious         and         different.         People         see         you         as         serious         and         studious.         You
are         highly         independent         and         self-sufficient.         Your         exceptional         intelligence         and         wisdom
are         quickly         noticed,         people         respect         you.         You         are         not         one         to         attract         people         on         the
basis         of         your         warmth         or         compassion,         though         you         may         be         loaded         with         both,         but
because         of         your         obvious         insight         into         life's         mysteries.

         You         are         hard         to         get         to         know.         You         are         often         withdrawn.         It         is         common         for         people         to
see         your         focus         turn         inside         of         yourself         in         the         middle         of         a         conversation.

         You         have         the         makings         of         an         intellectual         and         an         aristocrat         but         you         have         to         guard
against         arrogance         and         an         attitude         of,         "I've         got         it         all         figured         out".         There         have         been
periods         in         your         life         when         you         had         little         concern         for         your         clothing         or         fashion,         while         at
other         times         you         are         very         aware         of         your         clothing         and         use         it         to         make         a         specific
impression.

         You         appear         dignified         no         matter         how         you         dress,         but         a         well         groomed         seven         with         a
touch         of         dash         definitely         has         an         advantage.         Your         confidence         increases         when         you
know         you         are         well         dressed.

         Michelle,         you         are         recognized         as         spiritual         and         religious,         with         your         very         own         ideas
regarding         the         purpose         of         life         and         the         Creator.

         You         are         an         inspired         speaker,         but         only         when         discussing         subjects         that         really         interest
you.         Otherwise,         you         are         not         one         for         chatter.         Your         love         of         knowledge         and         wisdom
shows.

         Your         Personality         compatibility         is         1         and         7

         Quickly         recognized         when         two         people         first         meet,         not         many         relationships         even         get
started         unless         their         Personality         numbers         are         compatible.

         Barack         and         Michelle,         as         you         can         see,         the         numbers         that         define         the         compatibility         of
your         Personality         are         identical         to         those         found         under         your         Expression         compatibility.

         As         a         result,         this         increases         the         influence         of         both         the         positive         and         the         negative
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attributes         as         described         under         your         Expression         compatibility.         If         the         two         of         you,         as         a
couple,         are         able         to         focus         your         energies         on         the         more         positive         aspects,         as         described
under         your         Expression         compatibility,         this         will         greatly         enhance         your         relationship.
However,         if         you         become         susceptible         to         the         negative         influences,         it         will         become
particularly         difficult         to         overcome         them.

         Go         back         and         read         your         Expression         compatibility         again         for         a         better         understanding         of
how         the         increased         influence         of         these         numbers         can         affect         your         relationship.         Learn         to
recognize         the         negative         attributes         of         these         numbers         and         be         vigilant         in         your         efforts         to
prevent         a         break         down         that         could         easily         result         if         the         negative         influences         of         these
numbers         are         allowed         to         dominate.

         

         PERSONAL         YEARS

         Your         Personal         Year         number         is         a         strong         indication         of         the         trends         and         circumstances
you         will         experience         during         the         year         ahead.         Your         Personal         Year         cycles         are         based         on
the         Universal         Year         cycles         and         therefore         run         concurrent         with         the         calendar         year.

         There         are         nine         personal         year         numbers         that         make         up         a         complete         Epicycle.         Each
Epicycle         reveals         the         progression         or         evolution         of         a         specific         part         of         your         growth.
Barack         and         Michelle,         your         progress         along         this         Epicycle         can         be         seen         very         logically,
from         the         infancy         or         beginning         of         a         growth         period         in         your         life,         to         the         conclusion         or
culmination         of         that         process.         The         1         personal         year         indicates         your         first         steps         in         a         new
direction.         The         years         that         follow         indicate         your         progress         along         this         path,         concluding
with         your         9         Personal         Year,         which         completes         the         cycle.         The         Personal         Years         form         the
building         steps         that         mark         your         progress         through         life.

         Below         is         a         description         of         both         of         your         current         Personal         Year         Cycles,         indicating
where         you         are         on         the         9         year         Epicycle         in         2020,         as         well         as         your         Personal         Year         Cycles
for         2021,         followed         by         their         compatibility.

         Compatibility         is         as         important         with         the         cycles         as         it         is         with         character         traits.         It         is
possible         for         a         relationship         between         two         people         with         otherwise         very         compatible
charts         to         break         down         as         a         result         of         encountering         one         or         more         incompatible         cycles.
However,         it         is         much         easier         to         overcome         or         avoid         possible         pitfalls         resulting         from
incompatible         cycles         than         from         incompatible         personality         traits.

         

         Forecast         and         Compatibility         for         2020

         Barack,         your         Personal         Year         for         2020         is         7

         Barack,         you         will         experience         a         strong         tendency         to         spend         more         time         alone,         to         delve
inside         and         find         some         answers         and         to         reach         a         better         understanding         of         yourself.         This
is         not         a         year         for         social         activities         nor         is         it         a         year         to         try         and         reach         goals         on         a         material
level.         You         will         find         that         the         necessities         of         daily         life         seem         to         be         taken         care         of         by
themselves.         There         is         no         need         to         be         overly         concerned         regarding         your         material         needs.
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         Without         slacking         on         your         daily         duties         and         responsibilities,         you         can         afford         to         give
more         attention         to         yourself.

         This         is         a         year         for         inner         growth.         It         is         your         spiritual         and         mental         presence         that         requires
attention.         Improve         the         quality         of         your         life,         read,         contemplate         and         gain         insight         in
yourself.         You         are         important         now.         Rest         and         attend         to         your         health.         It         is         during         this         year

         that         you         strengthen         the         foundation         of         your         life,         because         after-all         your         success         in         all
matters         rests         upon         the         strength         of         your         inner-self.

         There         will         be         many         strange         and         unusual         events         inspiring         you         to         take         a         closer         look         at
         life.         You         are         more         likely         to         have         the         opportunity         to         experience         the         joys         and         beauty         of
         life,         and         the         growing         awareness         of         yourself         within.         Too         much         concern         and         desire         for

material         rewards,         Barack,         will         more         than         likely         turn         this         period         of         your         life         into         a         bad
experience,         while         a         "letting         go"         attitude         will         make         this         a         much         more         fruitful         and
pleasant         year,         one         that         you         may         find         yourself         wondering         what         you         did         to         deserve.

         Michelle,         your         Personal         Year         for         2020         is         4

         This         is         a         year         to         be         organized         and         practical.         Take         care         of         details,         and         commit
yourself         entirely         to         your         goals.         Michelle,         your         concentration         and         ability         to         focus         will
be         much         improved         over         the         previous         year.         You         will         have         an         attitude         of         realism         and
determination.         There         can         also         be         a         sense         of         limitation         and         some         frustration         this
year.         However,         it         is         a         year         of         important         opportunities         that         must         be         seized.         There         can

         be         considerable         work-related         travel.

         You         must         be         flexible         this         year         to         make         full         use         of         the         opportunities         that         present
themselves.         It         will         require         a         combination         of         perseverance,         hard         work,         and         versatility.
You         will         receive         recognition         for         your         efforts         and         support         from         your         friends         and         family.

         It         is         a         good         year         to         buy         real         estate         or         remodel         your         home.         It         is         also         a         good         time         to
take         care         of         projects         which         have         been         postponed         for         too         long.         Fulfill         your         obligations

         and         do         not         be         afraid         to         spend         some         of         that         hard         earned         money.

         Selling         and         trading         during         this         year         usually         is         quite         successful.         This         is         the         year         to
work         on         your         foundation         and         prepare         yourself         for         the         many         changes         that         will
undoubtedly         come         next         year.         As         a         result         of         your         hard         work,         there         will         be         much
satisfaction         and         a         feeling         of         accomplishment.

         January         and         February         will         bring         some         important         change,         a         new         opportunity         perhaps.
         March         requires         self-reflection         and         reshaping         of         your         plans.         It         is         a         good         time         to

meditate         on         what         lies         ahead.         June         brings         a         new         and         important         step,         a         breakthrough
perhaps,         in         your         work.         October         brings         changes         and         a         sense         of         chaos.         Michelle,         you
may         feel         threatened         by         the         changes         that         are         on         the         horizon.         But         November         brings
assistance         in         the         form         of         a         promotion         or         additional         financial         support.

         Your         Personal         Year's         Compatibility         for         2020         is         7         and         4

         Michelle         and         Barack,         partners         often         find         themselves         distancing         from         each         other
during         the         combination         of         cycles         you         are         presently         going         through.         You         may         find         that
this         also         applies         to         you.         However,         this         is         not         a         result         of         lessened         interest         in         each
other,         but         of         the         fact         that         your         cycles         are         focused         in         different         directions.         For
Michelle,         this         is         a         time         of         grounding         and         dealing         with         mundane         and         practical
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matters,         often         experienced         as         frustrating         and         boring.

         For         Barack,         this         is         a         time         of         inner         search,         daydreaming,         and         quiet         contemplation,         a
time         of         doubts         and         questions,         and         a         time         of         learning         about         the         self.         So,         it         is         not
difficult         to         see         how         the         influence         of         your         cycles         can         create         some         distance         and         a         lack
of         communication.         Keep         in         mind         that         this         is         not         necessarily         a         negative         development,

         as         long         as         you         don't         try         too         hard         to         force         yourself         into         your         partner's         world.

         

         Forecast         and         Compatibility         for         2021

         Barack,         your         Personal         Year         for         2021         is         8

         After         last         year's         constant         involvement         with         yourself         and         very         possible         occasional
doubts         about         the         state         of         your         business         or         career,         you         will         find         this         year         to         be         a
relief,         Barack.         Things         are         finally         working         out.         Long         postponed         checks         and
promotions         come         through.         You         see         the         light         at         the         end         of         your         financial         tunnel         and
an         inner         strength         and         confidence         is         breaking         through.         This         is         your         year         of         harvest
and,         depending         on         the         effort         you         put         out         in         the         past         seven         years,         your         reward         will         be

         equally         large.

         There         is         a         beauty         in         these         cycles         we         can         recognize         and         understand         and         in         doing         so
we         find         ourselves         "in         the         flow"         and         there         is         no         more         need         to         try         and         struggle
upstream.         This         year         you         will         have         an         opportunity         to         involve         yourself         fully         in         work         and

         material         growth         and         bring         home         the         rewards.         At         the         same         time,         a         certain         level         of
detachment         is         also         necessary         for         you         and         for         the         experiences         you         will         have.         It         is         not
the         reward         that         brings         you         happiness,         but         rather         the         experience         of         life         itself,         which         is

         why         before         this         rewarding         8         Personal         Year,         you         have         had         more         opportunity         for
self-growth         during         the         soul         searching         of         a         7         Personal         Year.

         Give         in         to         your         ambitions         and         you         will         find         yourself         mentally         clear         and         focused,         able
to         pursue         and         reach         your         goals.         Barack,         your         power         is         visible         and         strong,         mental
creativity         is         high,         vision         and         intuition         will         guide         you,         and         at         the         same         time         you         are
more         efficient         and         focused.         There         is         potential         for         serious         loss,         bankruptcy         and
failure,         because         as         always         the         rewards         are         directly         proportionate         to         your         efforts         and
motivations.         However,         you         know         the         effort         you         put         in         and         you         know         your
motivations,         so         there         must         be         no         room         for         fear         and         doubt,         only         for         winning         and
success.         If         you         can         manage         this,         it         will         undoubtedly         turn         out         to         be         a         very         satisfying
year.

         Michelle,         your         Personal         Year         for         2021         is         5

         This         is         a         year         of         dynamic         change,         Michelle.         Many         surprises         will         come         your         way.         Be
open         and         ready         to         embrace         new         opportunities.         Do         not         be         overly         careful         this         year.
This         is         a         year         in         which         a         major         step         forward         can         take         place         if         you         are         willing         to         take
some         calculated         risks         and         do         a         little         gambling.         Wisdom         and         prudence         is         the         key,         but

         you         will         definitely         be         faced         with         choices         that         require         fast         action         and         a         willingness         to
act         before         all         the         facts         are         in.
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         This         is         an         exciting         year         in         which         you         will         be         required         to         promote         yourself         in         order         to
take         full         advantage         of         the         opportunities         that         await         you.         There         will         be         increased
opportunity         to         travel         and         possibly         a         change         of         residence.         You         may         be         tempted         by
the         desires         of         the         flesh,         too         much         food,         alcohol,         sex,         and         drugs.         Be         careful         and
discriminate.         You         could         make         mistakes         in         these         areas.

         You         will         have         some         unexpected         adventures         and         lucky         breaks         this         year,         however         this
         can         be         an         unsettling         year         if         you         try         to         cling         to         outmoded         methods         or         characteristics.

This         is         a         year         to         throw         off         the         old         and         adopt         the         new.         It         is         a         rebirth         and         a         release
after         last         year's         struggle.

         This         is         a         year         in         which         change         takes         place         consistently,         and         particularly         so         in         April
and         May.         July         is         a         breakthrough,         a         time         to         enjoy         life.         September         can         be         intense,
while         October         requires         tact         and         balance         in         relationships.

         Your         Personal         Year's         Compatibility         for         2021         is         8         and         5

         When         it         rains,         it         pours,         Michelle         and         Barack.         This         is         a         time         when         neither         one         of         you
will         find         it         easy         to         keep         up         with         your         partner.         Michelle         has         a         lot         going         on,         juggling
more         balls         than         usual.         Barack         is         experiencing         strong         ambitions         and         visions         of         what
can         be         accomplished         and         how         many         opportunities         there         really         are.         With         very
different         energies         currently         influencing         you,         Michelle         and         Barack,         there         is         not         much
room         to         sit         down         and         simply         enjoy         each         other's         company.         That's         okay,         though,
because         you         will         get         plenty         of         that         in         the         next         cycle,         when         you         both         shift         your         focus
towards         family,         friends,         and         each         other.

         Michelle,         your         cycle         brings         a         lot         of         change,         but         it         will         take         time         to         sort         it         all         out,         and
several         other         cycles         will         go         by         before         you         will         be         able         to         see         clearly         the         lasting         effect

         of         these         changes.         Barack,         your         cycle         may,         in         the         end,         put         your         next         goal         or         goals
sharply         in         focus.         It         could         be         said         that         Michelle's         energy         is         like         molecules         bouncing         all

         over         the         place,         establishing         boundaries         and         discovering         space,         while         Barack's         is
more         sharply         focused         on         a         particular         point.

         The         most         common         mistake         couples         in         this         combination         of         cycles         make,         is         to         try         to
make         each         other         see         the         world         through         each         other's         eyes.         The         only         result         will         be
frustration         and         mutual         limiting         of         potential         if         you         go         that         route.         This         is         a         time         when
you         have         to         allow         each         other         to         do         exactly         what         each         of         you         wants         to         do,         without
having         to         explain         too         much         or         to         account         for         your         actions.

         

         SUMMARY

         Although         there         is         potential         in         any         relationship,         some         match-ups         are         more         likely         to
succeed         than         others.         Below         is         your         compatibility         rating,         derived         from         the
combination         of         the         four         Core         numbers         discussed         within         this         reading.         It         should         be
noted         that         some         of         the         numbers         are         given         more         weight         within         the         calculation         of         this
rating,         and         that         your         Personal         Year         Cycles         are         not         used         for         this         part         of         the         analysis.
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         Your         overall         "compatibility"         is         rated         as         Good

         (Between         70         and         76%)

         The         graph         below         show         the         distribution         of         results         from         several         hundred         couples.         The
red         line         in         the         graph         indicates         your         average         rating         relative         to         the         rest         of         the
population.

         

         All         Time         Compatibility         Results
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